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Vulnerable people / wrestling 4 kg, the Futaba Public Welfare 
Hospital, left behind from the primary

　TEPCO's Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant accid

ent, was left behind in the evacuation zone, from hospit

alized patients and nursing home residents were mostly.

Forced the evacuation of 136 people all hospitalized pat

ients, (Futaba Town, Fukushima Prefecture), four seriou

sly ill died during evacuation Futaba Public Welfare Hos

pital located approximately four kilometers northwest of

the nuclear power plant. Threat of nuclear accident, wa

s attacked vulnerable people first and foremost. ◎ "ref

uge by hospital, unexpected" director 　wanted you to e

scape it very serious. promptly "accident. that" what h

as to do 　too much at 2:00 pm on March 12 last year, 

had been packed in a disaster response headquarters of the prefecture Fukushima phone call from a

n old physician led by chance. The impetuous opponent (61) decided to evacuate everyone was hesit

ant Shigetomi director Shuichi. 　Early morning on this day, the government expanded the sphere 10

kilometers from an area 3 km evacuation zone. Prompted the evacuation was a police officer who ca

me to the hospital, I thought (director Shigetomi) "on condition that could worsen or bedridden patie

nt is seriously ill and moved by force." Evacuate the patient only relatively mild symptoms, from sev

ere and staff stayed in the hospital. <Not keep adding> 　Self-Defense Forces helicopter for evacuat

ion, it was decided to fly from the high ground near Futaba. It was back and forth the high and Futab

a hospital by car, must not carry no mat-long by four, had been seriously ill and time consuming. At 

that time, I was a loud explosion echoed. 　(50) saw white smoke rise to the sky in the direction of th

e Deputy Secretary-General southeast Kazuaki Yamagishi hospital was in the Futaba high ground. 　

3:00 pm 36 minutes, the reactor building of Unit 1 hydrogen explosion. Soon came like hail falling from

the sky white. 　"Still the helicopter." Mr. Yamagishi was not scared while only hope. 　When I was sp

reading dusk, seven helicopters machine Prefecture Disaster Countermeasures Headquarters arrang

ed by has arrived, I was not able to put all patients. 　In addition to hospital officials, the high Futaba

has been gathered and the nearby nursing home residents, but also residents of the neighborhood w

as delayed evacuation. 　Shigetomi director has requested the dispatch of additional helicopters, too

late that day, nine staff and 16 patients spent the night at the Futaba high tea ceremony room. This

evening, one patient died. 　Doctors and nurses who rode in a helicopter, I continue to send oxygen t

o a patient in a bag-like instrument that was using the ventilator is called "Anne view bag." Looking 

down on the ground, can be said to have a band of light in the light of the car from the street to eva

cuate the beach. 　Shelter would have been heard and Nihonmatsu, three helicopters landed Kasumi

nomechutonchi Ground Self-Defense Force in Sendai. After receiving a radiation screening, patients 

and staff spent the night in the room of a concrete floor. During this period, two patients died. <The l

ast moment with dignity> 　remaining patients and staff to high Futaba were rescued the next day o

n the morning of July 13. However, we departed for the destination mild down in a nursing home is a

bout 11 kilometers from the nuclear power plant of the point, for a few days, and the hospital will no

t be able to confirm the whereabouts, confusion continued. 　According to the hospital, patients who 

had a total of four people died during the evacuation. It was our critically ill patients, Shigetomi direc

tor is "not welcome provoking fate with dignity, was not sorry," and regret. Some people that are m

ore than one changing hospital died away. 　Looking back on the evacuation Shigetomi director says.
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